1965 pontiac ventura

The Pontiac Ventura was an automobile model that was produced by Pontiac. The name is most
likely derived from Ventura, California. The Ventura was first introduced for as a new higher
priced model on Pontiac's standard full-size inch B-body wheelbase, shared with the Pontiac
Catalina. It was available as the Vista a four-door hardtop and the Sports Coupe a two-door
hardtop. With the rollout of the Pontiac Grand Prix, the rationale for the existence of the Ventura
as a standalone model was eliminated. The Ventura was demoted to a trim option for through on
for Catalina models. It returned for , it was a custom trim option on the Catalina. The name was
retired at the end of the model year, as deemed for full-size cars, being transferred to a compact
based on the Chevrolet Nova that was sold by Pontiac dealers through most of the mids.
Ventura II production ran from to The "II" suffix was dropped after , and the Phoenix name
replaced Ventura in Engine offerings for the abbreviated model year included a cu in. For , a
Pontiac-built cu in. V8 with two-barrel carburetor was added to the option list and became the
base V8 for and Transmission offerings consisted of a standard column-shift three-speed
manual with options including a four-speed manual, two-speed automatic with six-cylinder or
three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic with V8s. The six-cylinder Ventura was the last
Pontiac model to offer the two-speed automatic, a badge-engineered Chevrolet Powerglide ,
which was dropped completely from all GM cars and trucks after this model year in favor of the
Turbo Hydra-Matic. A Ventura Sprint option package was offered on two-door models to ,
including three-speed transmission with floor shift and optional cu in. In mid, Pontiac
introduced the limited production Ventura SD for the Southern California market as sort of a
sporty-luxury compact to counter imported luxury sedans then taking the U. Lower grade cars
retained the split level grille used in and The Ventura Custom became a separate series 2Z,
versus 2Y for the regular Ventura , carrying a "Custom" script on the rear roof pillar. In addition
to the two-door coupe and four-door sedan, a three-door hatchback coupe was added to the
lineup. The GTO package gave the basic Ventura a cu in. The package also came with a
functional " shaker " hood scoop, tri-color GTO decals, Rally II wheels, and special
grill-mounted driving lights. The GTO was dropped in , along with the Pontiac The Ventura could
be optioned with the Buick V8 instead. The Ventura SJ was marketed as an American rendition
of a Euro-style luxury sport sedan that Pontiac created with the larger mid-sized Grand Am in ,
as well as a competitor to the new-for Ford Granada and Mercury Monarch , both marketed as
luxury compacts designed to compete with the more expensive imports such as Audi and
Mercedes. As such the Ventura SJ included an upgraded interior with reclining bucket seats in
either cloth or vinyl along with a center console, rally instrumentation and other items. Only
minor appearance changes were made to the Ventura for and including new grilles and revised
taillights. For , the Chevy six was replaced by Buick's cu in V6 as the base powerplant and the
Chevrolet cubic-inch V8 was introduced as an option; the 2. One unique feature for was the
availability of a 5-speed manual transmission Borg Warner T with the cubic inch V8; it was the
standard transmission with the Iron Duke. Under units total with this combination were built in
At the beginning of the model year, the Ventura SJ was the top-line model but at mid-year was
replaced by the Phoenix , which featured a distinctive center grille and rectangular headlights
and the most luxurious interior available in a Pontiac X-body car. Otherwise, the Phoenix was
basically a plushed up Ventura much like the Chevrolet Concours was related to the more
mundane Nova. For , the Ventura nameplate was retired and all X-body cars were sold under the
Phoenix nameplate through that year and into with a top-line Phoenix SJ designated as the
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which was part of Pontiac 's full-sized line from to Initially, the name was used strictly to denote
hardtop body styles, first appearing in the Chieftain Eight and DeLuxe Eight lines. In , the
Catalina became a separate model, as the "entry-level" full-size Pontiac. Originally referred to as
"hard-top convertibles", these vehicles offered pillarless design in the door and window areas,
along with the top-grade convertible appointments. The advantage this fixed-roof design offered

is its sporty, airy feeling without the expense and drawbacks normally associated with
convertibles. With the exception of the Bonneville , all Pontiac hardtops are designated
"Catalinas" from to A one-piece windshield was new for For , Pontiac dropped the name
"Chieftain" and "Super Chief" models for its entry level model and renamed it "Catalina", while
demoting the former top-line Star Chief to mid-line status eliminating the two door StarChief
Catalina, the only hardtop for the StarChief was the four door hardtop and expanding the
Bonneville nameplate to a full flagship series that included sedans , coupes , convertibles and
Safari station wagons. In the lower-priced Catalina line, Pontiac division advertising placed
higher emphasis on the top trimmed two- and four-door hardtops, convertible and Safari station
wagons instead of the pillared two- and four-door sedan variants despite the fact that the
four-door sedan was the best seller in this line. Catalinas also came standard with more
amenities than Chevrolet models and included a larger and more powerful V8 engine of cubic
inches , compared to the Chevy's six-cylinder or and cubic-inch V8s. Pontiacs also benefited
from a much better automatic transmission than their Chevrolet counterparts - the four-speed
Hydra-Matic - versus the Chevy's two-speed Powerglide. Though the basic Catalina started out
with a full rubber mat, it could be ordered with full carpeting, glovebox and trunk lights; dual
front ashtrays, cigar lighter, glove compartment snack bar two cup indents on the glovebox
door that could be opened for use at drive-in restaurants were standard, heater-defroster and a
choice of cloth and Morrokide vinyl upholstery or expanded Morrokide all-vinyl trim optional.
Pontiac buyers could add even more trimmings for a few dollars more by ordering the "decor
group" which added full wheel covers, deluxe steering wheel, chrome pedal trim plates and
more. Also offered from to on most Catalina models was the Ventura custom interior which was
a separate model from to , which included the interior and exterior upgrades offered with the
extra-cost decor group option plus a slightly more luxurious interior of cloth or Morrokide trims
similar to the costlier Pontiac Star Chief or Executive depending on the year. Catalinas and
other Pontiacs were completely restyled on a new General Motors B-body that was shared by all
GM divisions from Chevrolet to Cadillac, replacing the previous A-body utilized for Pontiacs and
Chevrolets that was used only for Twin tailfins, two on each side, were new and only in Pillared
four-door sedans feature six-window styling, while two-door hardtops were dubbed
"bubbletops" due to the large wraparound bubble windshield and thin c-pillar and large rear
window; four-door hardtops featured flat-blade rooflines with an overhang past the rear window.
The Pontiacs featured a "split grille", which came about by accident when the styling studio
were exploring grille design. Experimentally, a design for a conventional, full width, oval grille,
containing horizontal quad headlights, was cut in two and the halves transposed. With the lights
remaining at the extremities, this gave the split center, open ended look of the '59 Catalina.
Along with the wider body came a 5" wider chassis in which the wheels were moved out
towards the fenders. This not only improved the appearance of the car but led to improvements
in ride and handling - spawning the term "wide track" ride and handling which Pontiac would
use in its promotional efforts for many years to come. All Pontiacs were powered by various
renditions of the new cubic-inch Tempest V8 which was later renamed from as the Trophy V-8 ,
which was basically a version of the previous cubic-inch V8 with stroke increased to 3.
Available as a no-cost option with the Hydramatic transmission was the horsepower dubbed the
Economy V8 with 8. Bodystyles and drivetrain offerings were unchanged from New to the option
list was a "Sportable Transistor" radio that could be used in the car in place of the regular
"in-dash" radio or removed from the car for use as a portable with battery power. Also new for
were the optional "eight lug" aluminum wheels with integral brake drums that not only
enhanced the car's looks but also provided improved stopping power. Another popular option
for performance enthusiasts was the "Safe-T-Track" limited slip differential. In the engine
compartment the so-called "gusher type" cooling system with cooling liquid entering the engine
over the exhaust valves, reverse of what is more normally done was replaced by the so-called
"Equa-flow" type with conventional V-8 cooling configuration. Inside, a revised instrument panel
featured a new horizontal sweep speedometer along with minor changes in trim patterns. The
full-sized Pontiacs were completely restyled with more squared-off bodylines, the reintroduction
of the split grille first seen in and dropped for and an all-new Torque-Box perimeter frame with
side rails replacing the "X" frame chassis used since The new frame not only provides greater
side-impact protection than the "X" design but also improves interior roominess. The distinctive
protruding grille made its appearance on all Pontiac products during the early s, and was a
modern revival of a similar appearance on Pontiac products during the s and early s, as
demonstrated on the Pontiac Torpedo. Rooflines are more squared off on four-door models with
the six-window styling dropped on pillared sedans and wider C-pillars with flat rear windows on
four-door hardtops. A revised version of the "bubbletop" roof was used on two-door hardtops.
Wrap-around windshields were dropped in favor of flatter glasswork for improved entry and exit

to the front seat. The front and rear track of the Pontiac was reduced to The Pontiac was
advertised as "all Pontiac The models never came from the assembly line with the ci engine;
instead it was a specialty item installed and sold at the discretion of individual dealers. A new
"three-speed four-range" " Roto Hydramatic " automatic transmission replaced the previous
four-speed unit for The new transmission is slimmer and lighter than the older four-speed
Hydramatic, which was continued on the larger Star Chief and Bonneville models. Also new for
was a four-speed manual transmission with Hurst floor shifter, available on special order. The
Pontiacs received a heavy facelift from the design with more rounded body contours and new
rooflines on two-door hardtops featuring convertible-like bows. For , Catalinas and other
full-sized Pontiacs featured cleaner, squared-off bodylines and vertical headlights flanking the
split grille, but retained the same dimensions and basic bodyshell of models except for the rear
flanks of the new coke bottle styling and due to this styling the rear track was extended to the
59 and 60 Pontiac's 64" wide track. The Grand Prix got a brand new body with a unique roofline
along with unique front and rear end styling. Although still based on the Catalina, the GP looked
much larger, more powerful and more luxurious. It featured sumptuous Morrokide bucket seats
and a chrome-trimmed center console with floor shifter for the optional Hydra-Matic or 4-speed
manual transmissions. Mild facelifting including new grilles and taillights highlighted the
full-sized Pontiacs. Engine and transmission offerings were unchanged from except for a new
GM-built Muncie four-speed manual replacing the Borg-Warner T unit. Throughout most of the s
when Pontiac annually captured third place in industry sales, behind Chevrolet and Ford, the
Catalina was also often the industry's third best-selling full-sized car behind the first-place
Chevrolet Impala and second-place Ford Galaxie The Catalina's success in the low-medium
priced field led many competitors to respond with similar products such as the Chrysler
Newport , a less-expensive Chrysler that was priced lower than base models bearing the
Chrysler nameplate in recent previous years; and the Dodge Custom and Mercury Monterey ,
both of which were introduced as full-fledged low-medium priced full-sized cars in size and
power that followed unsuccessful efforts by Mercury and Dodge to bring out downsized
full-sized cars. In , even Pontiac's mid-priced rivals within General Motors responded to the
Catalina's success in the marketplace as well as to capture Chevy Impala owners "trading up"
to cars from upscale GM divisions. And since the Catalina was still priced lower than the Jetstar
and LeSabre, the lowest-priced full-sized Pontiac was often perceived by buyers as a better
value in the marketplace due to its larger standard V8 engine and three-speed automatic
transmission, and in comparison to the Jetstar 88 bigger brakes. The full-sized Pontiacs were
completely restyled with more flowing sheetmetal featuring " Coke-bottle " profiles and fastback
rooflines on two-door hardtops. Pontiacs for the were now available with GM's new-for
three-speed Turbo Hydramatic transmission, often abbreviated as THM This new unit replaced
the older three-speed, four-range Roto-Hydramtic in the Catalina, as well as the four-speed
Super-Hydramatic that was equipped in other Pontiacs. Despite the Turbo Hydramatic still
bearing the "Hydramatic" name, it shared no design components with either of the older
fluid-coupling based Roto or Super-Hydramatics. This new transmission was a large, but
welcome, departure from the older transmissions, which were not as durable, smooth or fast as
the new unit. The and cubic-inch V8s received a number of revisions including thinner wall
block castings. The full-sized Pontiacs received minor a facelifting of the '65 body with new
grilles and taillight treatment. Inside, the instrument panel was revised along with interior trim.
For , Catalinas and other full-sized Pontiacs received a heavy facelifting of the '65 bodyshell
with more rounded wasp-waisted body contours and fuller fastback rooflines, along with
concealed windshield wipers - an industry first. Replacing the and V8s of previous years were
new and cubic-inch V8s with bigger valves and a valve angle change built off the same Pontiac
V8 design in use since The valve angle change was so bigger valves and larger ports could be
used. The Tri-Power engine options were dropped for thanks to a new GM corporate policy
headed primarily by Ed Cole which prohibited the use of multiple carbs on all vehicles except
the Chevrolet Corvette and the Corvair, two of Cole's baby's when he was head of Chevrolet
Engineering and later Chevrolet General Manager. Front disc brakes and a stereo eight-track
tape player were new additions to the option list. The horsepower was standard and the HO was
optional. This model was dropped due to low sales since its introduction as performance car
buyers overwhelmingly preferred smaller and lighter intermediates such as Pontiac's own GTO
and the new Firebird ponycar, which was introduced for Safety came to the fore in , and the
Catalina featured all the new US Government-mandated safety equipment including an
energy-absorbing steering column, safety steering wheel, dual-circuit hydraulic brake system,
and soft interior parts. For , Catalinas and other full-sized Pontiacs received a minor facelifting
of the '67 body with a new beak-nose split grille along with a reverting to horizontal headlights,
and revised taillights. Engine offerings were similar to with revised horsepower ratings

including for the four-barrel , for the four-barrel and for the HO. Safety continued to be key in
with new fender side-marker lights becoming standard. Cars built after January 1, included front
outboard shoulder belts as standard equipment. The Pontiacs received a major restyling with
somewhat more squared off sheetmetal though not as much as similar cars from other GM
divisions and rooflines, the coke bottle rear flanks were gone. Catalinas also got a one-inch
wheelbase increase to Headrests became standard on all '69 Pontiacs built after January 1. All
GM cars except the Corvair got a new locking steering column that would become a Federal
requirement starting with the models. Variable-ratio power steering was a new option this year
pioneered by Cadillac in and front disc brakes were now automatically included when the power
brake option was ordered. Engine offerings consisted of a standard horsepower two-barrel or
no-cost optional regular-fuel horsepower with Turbo Hydramatic transmission , horsepower
four-barrel, horsepower four-barrel or the HO rated at horses. The standard three-speed manual
transmission and optional three-speed Turbo Hydramatic were continued as before, but the
four-speed manual with Hurst shifter was dropped from the option list. All full-sized Pontiacs,
including Catalinas, received a new Grand Prix-like V-nose grille for along with 'horns ports' on
a facelifted front end and new taillights mounted in the rear bumper. As in past years, a
three-speed manual transmission with column shift was standard equipment, but most cars
were equipped with the optional three-speed Turbo Hydramatic. Also offered for , but seldom
ordered, was a two-speed automatic transmission, Turbo Hydramatic that was available with the
V8. Catalina and Catalina Brougham sedans and coupes rode on a Station wagons also got their
own multi-leaf spring rear suspensions, while sedans and coupes continued to be suspended
with front and rear coil springs. New for was the Catalina Brougham series, which offered a
more luxurious interior trim than the regular Catalina, available as a two-door hardtop, four-door
hardtop and four-door pillared sedan. It was similar in concept to the Ventura series , and the
Ventura custom trim option on the Catalina , It was dropped in after its sales failed to meet
expectations. The Catalina Safari wagon became simply the Pontiac Safari for though it
continued to share interior and exterior trimmings with Catalina sedans and coupes while the
more luxurious Executive and Bonneville wagons were replaced by the new Grand Safari
wagon. While the Grand Safari shared its grille design with the new Grand Ville series, its
interior trim was identical to the optional vinyl interior offered on the Bonneville series.
Operated by switches on the instrument panel or a key switch on the rear quarter panel, the
tailgate slid into a recess under the cargo floor while the electric window slid upward into the
rear roof section. Pontiac boasted the new system made it easier to load and unload the wagon
in tight spaces, but the "Glide-Away" tailgate was prone to electrical and mechanical problems,
and water and air leakage problems, as the cars aged. Another trouble-prone feature Pontiacs
shared with all GM B- and C-body cars for was a new power ventilation system. The system,
also shared with the ill-fated Vega , used the heater fan to draw air into the car from the cowl
intake, and force it out through vents in the trunk lid or tailgate. In theory, passengers could
enjoy fresh air even when the car was moving slowly or stopped, as in heavy traffic. In practice,
however, it didn't work. Within weeks of the models' debut, however, Pontiacâ€”and all other
GM dealersâ€”received multiple complaints from drivers who complained the ventilation system
pulled cold air into the car before the heater could warm upâ€”and could not be shut off. The
ventilation system was extensively revised for All models featured new Grand Prix-style
wrap-around cockpit instrument panels that placed controls and instruments within easy reach
of the driver along with two round pods for a speedometer and the other for warning lights, fuel
gauge or optional gauges and electric clock. Interior trims were available in cloth and Morrokide
vinyl or expanded Morrokide depending on model. Catalina Brougham models and Safari
wagons came standard with a cubic-inch V8 with two-barrel carburetor rated at gross
horsepower that was optional on other Catalina models. Optional engines included a cubic-inch
V8 with two- or four-barrel carburetion and respective horsepower ratings of and , respectively.
All Pontiac engines for were designed to run on lower-octane regular leaded, low lead or
unleaded gasoline thanks to a GM corporate edict, necessitating reductions in compression
ratios. Power front disc brakes were made standard equipment for the first time in As in
previous years, variable ratio power steering and Turbo Hydramatic transmission were
extra-cost options but became standard equipment midway through the model run. Also
available on early Catalinas with the engine was a two-speed automatic transmission in addition
to the standard column-shift three-speed manual. The year was the last for the Catalina
convertible and the Catalina Brougham series. Instrument panels continued the "wrap-around"
theme but the two round gauges were housed in square pods. With the Catalina Brougham
discontinued only the regular Catalina models and Safari wagons were offered this year.
Catalinas and other full-sized Pontiacs including Bonnevilles and Grand Villes now rode on a
common Two-door hardtop coupes featured new fixed triangular side windows, but kept the

pillarless style with roll-down rear quarter windows, unlike Chevrolet, which eliminated the
rolldown rear quarters in the Caprice and Impala Custom coupes. The four-door pillared and
hardtop sedans were virtually unchanged from Interiors were much the same as except for a
revised standard steering wheel and new cut-pile carpeting. New to the option list were
adjustable accelerator and brake pedals, a Pontiac exclusive and seldom ordered , and a Radial
Tuned Suspension that included the upgraded tires along with other suspension mods such as
front and rear sway bars. The horsepower V8 with two-barrel carburetor was now the standard
engine on all models with a horsepower four-barrel and horsepower four-barrel V8 available as
options. Also for , the Safari wagon was renamed the Catalina Safari and continued to share
interior and exterior trims with sedans and coupes. The year brought revised front and rear
styling to Catalinas and other full-sized Pontiacs, along with standard radial tires and electronic
ignition. The same assortment of and engines carried over from with reduced horsepower
ratings ranging from to , but now mated to catalytic converters, which provided improved
driveability and fuel economy over previous emission control equipment, but mandated the use
of unleaded gasoline. Four-door pillared and hardtop sedans featured new six-window styling
with the sixth window on the hardtop sedan functioning as an opera window. For , only minor
detail changes were made to Catalinas and other full-sized Pontiacs that included revised grilles
with rectangular headlights now on Catalinas with the "Custom Trim Option-round headlights
continued on base models and taillight lenses. This year was the last for the vintage bodyshell,
optional adjustable pedals, V8 and the clamshell tailgate on Safari wagons. In , Pontiac and
other GM divisions downsized their full-sized cars in an effort to lighten weight and improve gas
mileage. The Pontiac was offered in , but replaced by Buick and Oldsmobile V8s from to ; and
the Pontiac , offered through , was replaced by an Oldsmobile V8 in only. With the downsized
model, the Catalina Safari got a new two-way tailgate that could be opened to the side as a door
or lowered as a tailgate which replaced the more complicated clamshell tailgate design. The
wagons also shared the same full-coil spring suspension as their sedan counterparts, rather
than the multi-leaf springs found on Safaris. As Pontiac V8s were completely banned from the
State of California beginning in due to the inability to meet the state's more stringent emission
control standards, Catalinas and Bonnevilles sold in California were equipped with engines
from other GM divisions through The Catalina was discontinued after the model year as Pontiac
sought to abandon the full-sized car market as part of GM's continued downsizing program.
When production of the Catalina nameplate ended in , over 3. In Canada, Pontiac was marketed
as a low priced car, rather than a medium price make as in the U. For the 4 years that Grande
Parisienne was offered, it was available as a 2 door hardtop, 4 door hardtop, or the model with
no twin in the US, the Grande Parisienne station wagon with hideaway headlights. Front end
styling copied the U. Like all Canadian Pontiacs built from to , Laurentians used full-size
Chevrolet chassis, drive trains, and other parts, but using a body shell similar in style to, but
not interechangeable with, the U. The Laurentian was available in all the body styles used for
the Chevrolet Bel Air, including hardtop coupes and sedans, through the model run. After ,
hardtops were offered only in the Parisienne and Grande Parisienne series first offered in ,
which paralleled the Chevrolet Impala and Caprice respectively. However, two-door hardtops
returned to the Strato-Chief and Laurentian series in because Pontiac discontinued its Catalina
2-door sedan in the U. The Canadian model line nameplates were never sold in the U. They were
built for the Canadian market and for export from Canada as disassembled "crate" or "kit" cars.
The one exception came when the Parisienne became an American Pontiac offering beginning
in mid through , although by this time the U. As the only remaining full-size Pontiac model
available at the time, the Canadian Parisienne had been coveted by US dealerships as a flagship
model to fill that market segment and compete with the Caprice offered by Chevrolet dealers.
The existing name was deemed suitable for the purpose and production was simply extended to
cover both countries. As well, these kits were assembled for both Left-hand drive and
Right-hand drive markets in Europe at GM plants in the Netherlands and Belgium. Canadian
Pontiacs were used in part because, for fellow Commonwealth countries, there were advantages
with import duties. But largely due first to the economies of part sourcing two separate GM lines
from the same parts bin. Second, with higher gasoline prices and lower discretionary spending
than in the US, Canadian Pontiacs like Chevrolets were more affordable, hence more marketable
overseas. Thirdly, without the bulk and weight of American Pontiacs, their Canadian
counterparts were better adapted where space can be limited, as in Europe and in a British RHD
environment where an overly large full-size car suffers considerable disadvantages. These RHD
cars had the same dashboards whether Chevrolet or Pontiac Impalas and Bel Airs were also
exported to RHD markets and only one dash design per bodyshell run so the models had the
one dash a RHD version of the Pontiac layout even though it changed annually in Canada and
the s all had a 'transposed' version of the '65 Chevrolet dash. The RHD cars also had antiquated,
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a few examples of our Pontiac GTO project cars for sale. Choose from more than 8, salvage
cars, motorcycles, trucks, suvs, semi trucks, trailers, jet skis, boats, atvs, rvs, forklifts, tractors
and project cars for sale. Inspect and purchase these vehicles in-person or buy them online
with insured delivery available to any location worldwide. View 10 photos of each vehicle plus
VIN numbers, vehicle location, description of condition, repair estimates, pricing, mileage,
equipment options, confirmation if it s tarts and runs. We offer more than 8, easy repairable
salvage cars for sale. The inventory changes daily - these are only a few examples. Vehicles can
be inspected and bought in-person or purchased online with insured delivery available to any
location worldwide. Choose from over 8, easy to repair late-model salvage cars, motorcycles,
trucks, aircraft, boats, rvs, industrial equipment, snowmobiles, atvs, jet skis, industrial
equipment, bulldozers, tractors and project cars for sale at deep discounted prices. Listings are
subject to prior sale - Inventory changes daily. Whereas other manufacturers were
concentrating on their full size lines, Pontiac saw the potential for dropping a big block engine
into an intermediate frame and marketing it at a budget price. Pontiac sneaked past the GM
restriction on this combination by making the GTO an option on the Tempest model, creating
the hottest performance machine yet. The GTO sold in great numbers and would fuel the
competition between GM, Ford, and Chrysler that would keep the muscle car industry thriving
for years to come. At GM, corporate policy prohibited any intermediate size car from having
engines greater than cid. The engineers at Pontiac had a different idea. The cid engine came
with bhp with a single 4bbl carb or bhp with the optional Tri-Power setup, 3 2bbl carbs. Pontiac
hoped to sell 5, copies, they ended up selling 32, The car that was marketed under a Tiger motif
but soon became known as the "Goat" would stand the automobile industry on end and lead to
a host of imitators. But no one in the mid-sixties would get it together quite like Pontiac. Front
and rear styling were changed with the GTO getting stacked headlights like Pontiac's full size
models. Both versions of the were improved and Pontiac released an over the counter kit that
would turn the decorative hood scopes into the first functional ram air setup. These
improvements obviously worked as Pontiac sold 75, copies, of which 20, had the tri-power
option. The GTO was restyled again for with gorgeous coke-bottle contours with the roof and
taillights receiving the most attention. Engine choices remained the same until mid year when
GM banned multi-carb setups for all cars except the Chevrolet Corvette, probably in the face
increasing emissions standards. The rear and grill were restyled again and the new cid engine
was available in economy bhp , standard bhp , High Output HO bhp and Ram Air bhp versions.
The tiger could still roar. The GTO now sat on a inch wheelbase but was still heavier than the
models. The main news was the new Endura bumper, which was a rubber bumper that gave the
car a bumper-less appearance. Furthermore, it was virtually indestructible, as demonstrated in a
famous commercial with John DeLorean bashing a GTO's bumper with a sledgehammer, to no
effect. A new option was hidden headlights, which were so common that many people thought
they were standard. The engine choices remained the same, with the economy and standard cid
receiving more horsepower, and all engines were tuned for more torque at lower rpms.
Production: Hardtop Coupe: 77, Convertible: 9, Engines: V8 bhp rpm, lb-ft bhp. Rumored to be a
sleeper budget model to combat the Plymouth Road Runner, it actually was the opposite. New
to both versions of the GTO was a Ram IV cid V8 seriously underrated at bhp, as well as
restyled taillights, deletion of the vent windows, and the discontinuation of the HO engine. The
economy engine was dropped, but a new cid engine was added though it was not available until
the end of the season on the Judge , signaling the end of GM's ban on intermediates with

engines greater than cid. The GTO had evolved into more of a luxo-cruiser than all-out muscle
car, as was the market trend at the time. The VOE option was an attempt to simplify the old hot
rod trick of opening up the exhaust system for more power. With the VOE option, the driver
could pull on a knob under the dash and engine vacuum was routed to a diaphragm on each
muffler. The diaphragm opened an internal baffle and gave the exhaust an express route
through the muffler. The device reduced backpressure and thus increased power , but it also
significantly increased the noise level caused by the exhaust. This option was available only
from early November through January Top GM executives saw the commercial, and immediately
cancelled the option, due to the Federal government's increasing restrictions on emissions and
noise levels. Only Judges were produced including just 17 convertibles , despite having the
engine as standard, and this would be its last year. The GTO was also in its last year as its own
separate model. Furthermore, GM announced that all engines would have to run on unleaded
gas to meet new government regulations and compression ratios and power ratings plummeted.
The front end was restyled and Pontiac tried to compensate for the drop in engine power by
adjusting the axle ratio and carburetor but to no avail. Performance and sales were on the
decline and nothing could hide that. The Judge was discontinued along with the convertible
models although one GTO convertible is rumored to have been built, along with three gasp GTO
station wagons. The most noticeable change was in the engine power ratings, which dropped
dramaticly. This difference reflected the industry switch from an engine's gross output power
with no accessories to its SAE Net output power with accessories attached. This was supposed
to be more representative of the actually power delivered to the wheels -- although that didn't
really ease the pain for performance seekers. The V8 was now rated at bhp net while the was
available in either or bhp versions. Production: Hardtop Coupe: 5, Engines: V8 bhp rpm, lb-ft
rpm. New government regulations eliminated the Endura bumper and added a heavy,
odd-looking steel one. The hood and tail took on displeasing triangular shapes and this would
be the last year the GTO would be based on the LeMans. The V8 was rated at just bhp while the
was rated at bhp and was only available with an automatic transmission. Production: 4,
Engines: V8 bhp rpm, lb-ft rpm. Only one engine was offered, a V8 rated at a mere bhp. This
marked the first and only time the GTO came with any engine smaller than cid, but at least it
came standard with the classic "shaker hood" air scoop. Although it died a painful death, the
GTO will always be remembered as the Great One that started it all. Performance: in 7. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. We are very excited to offer this time capsule for sale from
our personal collection! This amazing This Pontiac Catalina Convertible offers vintage style,
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Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles
and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a
shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both
Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes
an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with
active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model
year, and it
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is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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